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 For more information about JSTOR, please contact [email protected]. This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions Academy of Management Executive, 2004, Vol. 18, No. 1  The future of leadership:  Combining vertical and shared  leadership to transform  knowledge work  Craig L. Pearce  Executive Overview  Knowledge work is becoming increasingly team-based. The reason is clear. It is  becoming ever more difficult for any one person to be an expert on all aspects of the  work that needs to be done, and this is true in a wide variety of contexts ranging from  the R&D lab to the executive suite. With the shift to team-based knowledge work comes  the need to question more traditional models of leadership. Traditionally, leadership has  been conceived around the idea that one person is firmly "in charge" while the rest are  simply followers-what is termed vertical leadership. However, recent research indicates  that leadership can be shared by team leaders and team members-rotating to the  person with the key knowledge, skills, and abilities for the particular issues facing the  team at any given moment. In fact, research indicates that poor-performing teams tend to  be dominated by the team leader, while high-performing teams display more dispersed  leadership patterns, i.e., shared leadership.' This is not to suggest that leadership from  above is unnecessary. On the contrary, the role of the vertical leader is critical to the  ongoing success of the shared-leadership approach to knowledge work. Thus, this article  addresses the following questions: (1) when is leadership most appropriately shared? (2)  how is shared leadership best developed? and (3) how does one effectively utilize both  vertical and shared leadership to leverage the capabilities of knowledge workers? ..................................................................................................................................................................... .  Knowledge work-work that requires significant  investment in, and voluntary contribution of, intel-  lectual capital by skilled professionals-is in-  creasingly becoming team-based.2 The reason is  clear. It is ever more difficult for any one person to  have all of the knowledge, skills, and abilities  required for all aspects of knowledge work, and  this is true in a wide variety of contexts ranging  from cross-functional task forces, to R&D labs, even  to the executive suite.  This shift to team-based knowledge work is a  result of both top-down and bottom-up pressures.  The top-down pressures result from a more com-  petitive and global environment causing firms to  seek better ways to compete.3 This environment  has resulted in firms reducing costs and improving  efficiency in order to remain competitive. These  measures have increased the need for a more flex-  ible workforce, a reduction in organizational re-  sponse time, and full utilization of organizational  knowledge, which can in part be achieved through  the synergies of team-based knowledge work.  The bottom-up pressures faced by firms result  from the changing nature of the workforce and the  changing desires of employees. For example, a  more highly educated workforce has greater  knowledge to offer to organizations. Also, today's  employees desire more from work than just a pay-  check; they want to make a meaningful impact,4  which is increasingly achieved through team-  based knowledge work.5  With the shift toward team-based knowledge  work, we need to ask if our traditional models and  approaches to leadership are still appropriate-or  if they need revising and rethinking. For instance,  while we typically think of leadership as one per-  47  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 48 Academy of Management Executive February  son projecting downward influence on followers-  what is termed vertical leadership-is it possible  and desirable for teams of knowledge workers to  contribute to the leadership process with what is  termed shared leadership?6 Recent research evi-  dence would suggest that the answer is a resound-  ing yes-across a wide variety of organizational  contexts ranging from the military, to the manage-  ment of change, to virtual teams, to research and  development labs, and even to top-management  teams.7 We need to ask if our traditional models  and approaches to leadership are still  appropriate.  Shared leadership occurs when all members of a  team are fully engaged in the leadership of the  team and are not hesitant to influence and guide  their fellow team members in an effort to maximize  the potential of the team as a whole. Simply put,  shared leadership entails a simultaneous, ongo-  ing, mutual influence process within a team that is  characterized by "serial emergence" of official as  well as unofficial leaders. In this sense, shared  leadership can be considered a manifestation of  fully developed empowerment in teams.6  There are three very important questions regard-  ing the role of shared leadership in knowledge  work. First, when is leadership most appropriately  shared? Second, how does one develop shared  leadership? Third, how does one effectively utilize  both vertical and shared leadership to leverage  the capabilities of knowledge workers? These  questions frame the discussion that follows  and are expanded upon and briefly addressed in  Table 1.  When Is Leadership Most Appropriately Shared?  Because shared leadership is a more complex and  time-consuming process than relying only on tra-  ditional vertical leadership from above, shared  leadership should be developed only for certain  types of knowledge work that require team-based  approaches. Three characteristics of knowledge  work that are particularly related to the need for  shared leadership include: (1) interdependence; (2)  creativity; and (3) complexity.  Interdependence The more interdependent the knowledge workers,  the greater the need for shared leadership. Re-  search clearly shows us that teams outperform in-  dividuals when the tasks of the individuals are  highly integrated and interconnected.9 On the  other hand, if the tasks of the individuals are en-  tirely independent, the need for shared leadership  is minimal. For example, in the auto industry,  where I have spent considerable time as a man-  Table 1  Key Questions and Answers in the Development of Shared Leadership  Key Questions Answers  What task characteristics call for shared Tasks that are highly interdependent.  leadership? Tasks that require a great deal of creativity. Tasks that are highly complex.  What is the role of the leader in developing Designing the team, including clarifying purpose, securing resources, shared leadership? articulating vision, selecting members, and defining team processes.  Managing the boundaries of the team.  How can organizational systems facilitate the Training and development systems can be used to prepare both designated  development of shared leadership? leaders and team members to engage in shared leadership.  Reward systems can be used to promote and reward shared leadership.  Cultural systems can be used to articulate and to demonstrate the value of shared leadership.  What vertical and shared leadership behaviors Directive leadership can provide task-focused directions.  are important to team outcomes? Transactional leadership can provide both personal and material rewards based on key performance metrics.  Transformational leadership can stimulate commitment to a team vision,  emotional engagement, and fulfillment of higher-order needs.  Empowering leadership can reinforce the importance of self-motivation.  What are the ongoing responsibilities of the The vertical leader needs to be able step in and fill voids in the team.  vertical leader? The vertical leader needs to continue to emphasize the importance of the shared  leadership approach, given the task characteristics facing the team.  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 2004 Pearce 49  agement consultant both in the US and abroad,  there are three fundamental types of development  projects: introduction of a new model, model-year  changes, and what are termed "running changes."  For simplicity I will focus on new models and run-  ning changes.  Introduction of a new model requires extensive  coordination and integration of the development of  the vehicle's various subcomponents and of the  knowledge workers who create them. For example,  testing of body components is dependent on hav-  ing a developed and tested chassis. Subsequently,  the design of the body will affect chassis perfor-  mance, and trade-offs will need to be made be-  tween the interfaces of the two systems. And so it  goes throughout the various sub-systems of the  vehicle. Navigating this type of project to success-  ful completion often requires dynamic prescrip-  tion, feedback, encouragement, and inspiration be-  tween skilled professionals who have clear and  compelling expertise to share-in other words,  shared leadership.'0  On the other hand, managing the introduction of  running changes involves considerably less inte-  gration. Running changes are incremental im-  provements that are introduced ad hoc to a vehicle  that is already in production. The collection of run-  ning changes for any given model is generally  managed as a single project. If, for example, an air  conditioning control switch has high warranty  claims, engineers will be assigned to develop a  sturdier replacement. Similarly, if customers com-  plain of excessive wind noise, engineers will be  assigned to develop a way to reduce wind noise.  Clearly, the engineers working on the disparate  running changes to an existing vehicle are not  nearly as interdependent as those working on the  development of an entirely new vehicle, and thus  there is less need for the dynamic give-and-take  of shared leadership-" For extremely simple  changes, say, the upgrade of windshield wiper  blades, the use of shared leadership might, in fact,  prove disadvantageous. Thus, the level of task in-  terdependence of the knowledge workers is one  factor to consider in the decision to develop shared  leadership. 
 Creativity Tasks requiring great levels of creativity can also  benefit from the development of shared leader-  ship. Creative knowledge work, by its very nature,  generally requires inputs from multiple individu-  als. For example, one study found that teams with  participative leaders generated more alternatives  than teams with directive leaders, suggesting that  participative leadership may be more appropriate  for teams with creative tasks.'2 Since shared lead-  ership can be conceived as an extreme form of  participative leadership, it appears that shared  leadership would be quite useful for teams with  creative tasks. Let us look, for example, to the pub-  lication of hard-science discoveries in the latest  volume of Science-a premier publication in the  hard sciences. Of the 195 articles published, a  mere 3 per cent were published by individuals,  while 77 per cent were published by three or more  co-authors, and some were published by more than  100 co-authors, thus clearly suggesting that shared  leadership may be an important component in  cutting-edge scientific discovery. Similarly, and di-  rectly relevant to shared leadership, a recent study  of high-tech research and development concluded  that flow, creativity, and shared leadership were  inextricably linked.'3  Tasks requiring great levels of creativity  can also benefit from the development of  shared leadership.  In some situations, however, knowledge work  does not necessarily entail great creativity. Con-  sider, for example, a teaching hospital where a  team of medical students is routinely challenged  by a lead physician to determine the proper diag-  noses of patients' medical ailments. In this sce-  nario the students' task is to assimilate the knowl-  edge required to make correct diagnoses of  underlying medical problems. In this situation it  may be best to rely primarily on the knowledge  and experience of the lead physician, rather than  attempting to distribute the leadership process  throughout the cohort of students, although even in  this scenario there may still be a role for shared  leadership to emerge. Thus, the degree to which  the knowledge work requires creativity is related  to the importance of shared leadership for the en-  hancement of team outcomes.  Complexity As the complexity of knowledge work increases,  the need for shared leadership also increases: The  more complex the task, the lower the likelihood  that any one individual can be an expert on all  task components. For example, consider teams at  the top of organizations in fast-paced industries,  such as bio-technology. These teams are con-  fronted with overwhelming amounts of vague, and  often conflicting, information regarding both their  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 50 Academy of Management Executive February  internal and external environments. The challenge  for any one individual to be the leader on all as-  pects of this type of organization-ranging from  human factors, to scientific matters, to the regula-  tory milieu-is daunting, at best. However, this is a  type of scenario where shared leadership may pro-  vide the means to navigate the rapidly changing  waters of a highly complex industry more effec-  tively. For example, Dell Computer Corporation  has successfully adopted a shared-leadership ap-  proach to grappling with their swift-moving and  complex industry through the creation of the "of-  fice of the CEO"-rather than simply relying on the  leadership of just one individual.  As the complexity of knowledge work  increases, the need for shared leadership  also increases.  On the other hand, under extremely routine task  conditions, the need for any type of leadership  vertical or shared is minimal.'4 For example, for a  group of accounts receivable personnel, once the  initial task structure is developed and perfor-  mance routines are in place, the need for dynamic  leadership is unnecessary at best and detrimental  at worst. Thus, the need for shared leadership is  related to the overall complexity of the work.  How Does One Develop Shared Leadership?  It is one thing to say that we need shared leader-  ship, but another thing entirely to develop it effec-  tively. The following sections focus on the role of  the vertical leader, that is, the designated leader of  a team, who wishes to develop shared leadership,  as well as more broadly on organizational systems  that can facilitate the development of shared lead-  ership. 
 Roles of the Vertical Leader in Developing  Shared Leadership  There are two important issues for the nascent  developer of shared leadership to consider. First,  the vertical leader has the responsibility for the  team's design, and this is a critical role if shared  leadership is to flourish. Second, the vertical  leader has the main responsibility for managing  the team's boundaries.  Team Design  The team leader is largely responsible for the de-  sign, and re-design, of the team, and team design  has been inextricably linked to long-term suc-  cess.'-5 The team leader's initial responsibilities  upon joining an existing team or forming a new  team include collaborating with key constituents  to clarify task specifications, securing necessary  resources, identifying team-member roles, and of-  ficially launching or re-launching the team. Al-  though there may be little initial opportunity for  shared leadership in a newly formed team, the  leader's design decisions and, later, the expecta-  tions that the leader sets for team interaction and  performance will contribute to the ultimate devel-  opment of shared leadership.  The team leader must also articulate the vision  of the team's overall purpose. Communication of a  uniting vision is perhaps the single most important  task of the leader in the design process. 16 The  leader must also articulate how the team will ap-  proach its task and function as a team. At the same  time, the team leader must articulate trust and  confidence in the team.  To the extent possible, team leaders should se-  lect team members based on their technical, team-  work, and leadership skills. If shared leadership is  to be developed, the right people must be on the  team. Team size is also important here. Research  clearly demonstrates that larger teams experience  greater dysfunction than smaller teams.'7 While  stating an optimal team size is impossible, be-  cause it will always depend on the nature and  scope of the team's task, research indicates that for  teams with decision-making responsibility, re-  stricting team size to five or fewer members is  probably best.'8 Naturally, one could also deploy  sub-teams if the scope of the team's task demands  a significantly larger number of members. The key  here is that for shared leadership to thrive, mem-  bers should be added to the team only if they have  mission-critical knowledge, skills, or abilities.  Boundary Management  The team leader's responsibilities include facili-  tating positive relations with the outside constitu-  ents and securing resources.'9 Boundary manage-  ment is critical for the success of team efforts, no  matter what the organizational level of the team.  For example, a recent study of software develop-  ment teams found positive relationships between  leader efforts to manage external relations and  external perceptions of team performance.20 Since  external perceptions are linked to the team's abil-  ity to garner resources and gain buy-in for team  ideas, the leader must actively manage the team  boundaries. Effective boundary management may  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 2004 Pearce 51  spell the difference between team success and  failure.  Boundary management is perhaps nowhere  more important than in teams at the top of organi-  zations. For example, article after article docu-  ments the importance of the CEO-investor rela-  tionship, particularly in publicly traded firms.2'  Successful boundary managers provide a context  in which shared leadership can develop and flour-  ish by providing the necessary resources for the  team and simultaneously developing positive re-  lations with important external constituents.  Organizational Systems That Facilitate the  Development of Shared Leadership  While the team-leader role is critical to the imple-  mentation of shared leadership, organization-wide  systems can also facilitate or impede the develop-  ment of shared leadership. At least three broad  organizational systems can be used to pave the  way for shared leadership: (1) training and devel-  opment systems; (2) reward systems; and (3) cul-  tural systems.  Training and Development Systems  Organizations rarely provide sufficient training  and development for knowledge workers. Most em-  ployees receive less than 24 hours of training per  year.22 From newly minted college graduates to  seasoned technical workers, employees are rou-  tinely thrust into leadership positions with little to  no formal training in team leadership. It is little  wonder that after satisfaction with pay, satisfac-  tion with leadership is generally the second most  dissatisfying aspect of many employees' organiza-  tional lives. This result is quite consistent across a  wide array of careers ranging from professional  and technical employees to service workers, to em-  ployees in the machine trades, and even to the  ranks of management.23  Organizations rarely provide sufficient  training and development for knowledge  workers.  Formal leaders, those in vertical positions of au-  thority, may view the shift to shared leadership as  a potential loss of control, and thus they may re-  quire training, development and ongoing coach-  ing. I recently spoke with Dave Berkus, chairman of  Tech Coast Angels-an organization of more than  200 high-net-worth angel investors-bout this is-  sue. He recalled with great angst an occasion  when the resistance to shared leadership caused  the failure of a large business deal. He stated, "You  know, that's one of the biggest problems entrepre-  neurs face. They have great difficulty giving up  control. I had this situation once where we were  literally about to close a deal worth half a billion  dollars, and the CEO simply refused to accept  leadership from anyone else. The deal fell  through." As an organization moves from vertical leader-  ship to shared leadership, the need for training  and development increases exponentially. If  teams are to succeed at implementing shared  leadership, not only do the vertical leaders need  training and development but so too do the team  members themselves. According to Leslie Stocker,  president of the Braille Institute of America, "Edu-  cation is the key. You've got to educate people that  it's not just business as usual. It takes a lot of  development before they are ready to stick their  necks out."  The training and development required in sup-  port of shared leadership includes three funda-  mental areas: (1) training on how to engage in  responsible and constructive leadership, including  multiple types of influence and understanding po-  tential reactions to the various types of influence;  (2) training on how to receive influence; and (3)  training in basic teamwork skills (e.g., goal setting,  status reporting, citizenship behavior).24 There are  many ways to deliver training, but one method that  is particularly fruitful is to immerse the team in  experiential development exercises, particularly if  it can be done early in the life of the team. Ongoing  development might also be achieved through pe-  riodic utilization of skilled facilitators to diagnose  the team and make targeted recommendations re-  garding areas for improvement. However deliv-  ered, it must happen. Teams cannot be expected to  succeed without adequate preparation. Training  and development for shared leadership is an issue  to be taken quite seriously.  Reward Systems  People search for cues about what is and what is  not rewarded in their organizations. They subse-  quently engage in (or at least create the appear-  ance that they engage in) those behaviors that they  believe are rewarded. Unfortunately, organiza-  tional reward systems are often out of sync with  what organizational leaders hope employees will  do.25 When we move to a team-based knowledge  work environment and desire shared leadership,  we find that formal reward systems often actively  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 52 Academy of Management Executive February  discourage such activity. Most merit pay, for exam-  ple, is individually based and rewards individual  accomplishment at the expense of cooperation and  teamwork.26 A study by the American Productivity  Center found that only 14 per cent of the firms  surveyed had some type of small-group incentive  plan, but they projected a 70 per cent increase in  their use.27 While no subsequent studies have con-  firmed this projected increase in the use of group-  based compensation, it seems clear that reward  systems must include team-based components to  enhance the dynamics of the team.28  However, to suggest that simply paying people  as a team will miraculously result in shared lead-  ership and highly effective knowledge worker  teams is naive. Realistically, we can expect that  some people may become "free riders" if the level  of their individual effort is not a significant com-  ponent of their remuneration.29 Moreover, simply  paying people for their team efforts, in all but per-  haps small entrepreneurial ventures, ignores the  issue of careers and promotions. In this regard,  and in keeping with the idea of shared leadership,  360-degree feedback30 may prove to be a useful  tool, not only for enhancing performance but also  for determining individual-based rewards and pro-  motion candidates. Thus, if shared leadership is  desired, one needs to seriously consider the design  of reward systems, by incorporating both team and  individual components.  If shared leadership is desired, one needs  to seriously consider the design of  reward systems, by incorporating both  team and individual components.  Cultural Systems  Culture is an elusive component of organizations.  It has a powerful, yet oft times unconscious, effect  on individuals.31 Changing from a culture where  vertical leadership is the norm to one that em-  braces shared leadership will pose considerable  challenge.32 For example, one challenge faced by  firms in the US is the overall cultural emphasis on  individualism. 
 How does one develop a culture that supports  shared leadership? According to Darin Drabing,  COO of Forest Lawn Memorial Parks and Mortuar-  ies-one of the largest organizations in their in-  dustry, an industry characterized by an extreme  service orientation "It's all about trust. And it  starts at the top. People have to trust that you have  their best interests at heart. Without trust there is  no hope of developing shared leadership." At For-  est Lawn, they have been slowly moving toward a  model of shared leadership. "We brought in  coaches," stated Drabing, "because we recognized  that we could achieve more collectively, but we  didn't have all of the tools in place to make it  happen." Bringing in consultants may, in fact, be part of  the answer for many organizations. Several other  partial answers to the question are found in the  previous sections on organizational systems and  roles of the vertical leader. The key is to have  integrated and aligned systems that collectively  support the development of shared leadership and  symbolically communicating its importance.  Top leaders play a particularly important role in  the development of a shared-leadership culture. To  begin with, they must serve as role models and  stress the importance of shared leadership. How  can they do this? They can start by using the four  most important words in leadership What do you  think? as the first step in empowering others to  share in the leadership of their collective destiny.  Selection of employees, particularly those in  leadership positions, is also quite important. This  point was brought home in a recent interview with  Michael Crooke, the CEO of Patagonia, a manufac-  turer and distributor of outdoor clothing, technical  apparel, and gear. He stated, "My most important  job as the CEO is selecting the right people for the  right jobs. Then, and only then, can shared leader-  ship take hold." People can, for instance, be se-  lected based on their aptitude for and disposition  toward shared leadership. Clearly, shared leader-  ship has little chance of development under the  strong hand of an authoritarian team leader.  How Can Both Vertical and Shared Leadership  Leverage Knowledge Work?  While understanding the mechanisms for develop-  ing shared leadership is important, equally impor-  tant is understanding the mechanisms through  which vertical and shared leadership can leverage  the knowledge, skills, and abilities of knowledge  workers. The following sections describe several  specific leader behaviors through which both ver-  tical leaders and members of knowledge work  teams can successfully lead one another to mutu-  ally beneficial gains.  Vertical and Shared Leadership Behaviors and  Team Outcomes  Decades of research on leadership have identified  a range of leadership strattegies or behaviors that  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 2004 Pearce 53  serve as the bases of influence between leaders  and followers.33 In the context of shared leader-  ship, these strategies continue to be relevant, with  one important caveat: The agents and targets of  influence are often peers. Recent research has  identified at least four important types of leader-  ship behavior that can emanate from the vertical  leader or be shared and distributed among the  members of a team: Directive, transactional, trans-  formational, and empowering.34  Directive Leadership  Directive leadership involves providing task-  focused direction or recommendations.35 Directive  leadership has been advocated in knowledge-  worker contexts as providing much-needed struc-  ture for inherently unstructured tasks.36 Highly  skilled knowledge workers, be they vertical lead-  ers or other members of the team, might well find a  receptive audience among less-experienced or  less-knowledgeable members for well-meaning  and constructive prescription and direction. Verti-  cal directive leadership is particularly important  in newly formed or recently re-formed teams.  Shared directive leadership might also be ex-  pressed in conversation as peers test each other  with a directive give and take about how to ap-  proach assignments, allocate roles, or resolve con-  flicting points of view. Indeed, task conflict, which  is highly related to shared directive leadership,  has been positively linked to the performance of a  wide variety of knowledge worker teams, includ-  ing top management teams.37  Transactional Leadership  Transactional leadership entails influencing fol-  lowers by strategically supplying rewards-  praise, compensation, or other valued outcomes-  contingent on follower performance.38 Typically  the source of such rewards has been the ap-  pointed, vertical leader. However, shared transac-  tional leadership in a team of knowledge workers  might, for example, be expressed through collegial  praise for contributions. Colleagues might also  award valued assignments or recommend finan-  cial distributions based on individual- or team-  level attainment of milestones, quality targets, or  other key performance metrics. One management  team in charge of an engine production facility,  with whom I worked in my consulting practice,  actively campaigned for and successfully changed  its compensation system from an individually-  based-bonuses system to one that contained team-  based bonuses.39 Naturally, the incorporation of  team-based bonuses led to positive team out-  comes. This organization recently won their State  Senate Productivity Award.  Transformational Leadership  While transactional leadership emphasizes re-  wards of immediate value, transformational lead-  ership adopts a more symbolic emphasis on com-  mitment to a team vision, emotional engagement,  and fulfillment of higher-order needs such as  meaningful professional impact or desires to en-  gage in breakthrough achievements. One of the  vertical leader's task is clarifying the vision for the  team. On the other hand, knowledge-worker teams  might engage in shared transformational leader-  ship through peer exhortation or by appealing to  collegial desires to design groundbreaking prod-  ucts, launch an exciting new venture, or outmaneu-  ver the competition to capture the most market  share in the industry.  Shared transformational leadership may be par-  ticularly effective in the knowledge-worker context  because this context depends on significant, and  necessarily voluntary, intellectual contributions of  highly skilled professionals. In this context, intel-  lectual stimulation itself may promote effective  performance.40 Beyond intellectual stimulation,  the creation of a shared vision is an especially  important manifestation of shared leadership in  knowledge-worker teams: An article in Fortune  magazine declared the creation of a shared vision  to be the most important leadership idea of the  twentieth century.4' This idea was echoed in an  interview with Leslie E. Stocker, president of the  Braille Institute of America. He claimed, "We all  have a voice in creating our common mission. The  key is to help others lead you, when they have the  relevant knowledge."  The creation of a shared vision is an  especially important manifestation of  shared leadership in knowledge-worker  teams. 
 Empowering Leadership  The last type of leadership presented here, em-  powering leadership, emphasizes employee self-  influence rather than top-down control. In many  ways, empowering leadership epitomizes the role  of the designated, vertical leader under conditions  of team-shared leadership. Following are excerpts  from interviews with successful leaders of re-  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 54 Academy of Management Executive February  search and development teams from my consulting  practice. One team leader claimed, "My most im-  portant role is building the team-getting them to  interact without being directed." Another team  leader stated, "You have to play cheerleader some-  times, and you have to be careful not to be a dic-  tator." One team leader summed up his role in  creating shared leadership by stating: "I have told  them [the team members] that their goal is to re-  place me."  Like the other leadership strategies discussed  above, empowering leadership can also be shared  and projected laterally among peers. Examples of  shared empowering leadership in a team of knowl-  edge workers might include peer encouragement  and support of self-goal-setting, self-evaluation,  self-reward and self-development. Shared empow-  ering leadership emphasizes building self-influ-  ence skills that orchestrate performance while pre-  serving autonomy. As such, it may be particularly  suited to knowledge workers, who often desire au-  tonomy on the job.42  Specific Roles for Vertical Leaders in the Ongoing  Development of Shared Leadership  Without ongoing support and maintenance from  the vertical leader, shared leadership is likely to  fail. Thus, the following sections describe how the  team leader can encourage the ongoing develop-  ment of shared leadership in knowledge work  teams. 
 Shared Leadership Support  Although shared leadership in a team of knowl-  edge workers can reduce the need for ongoing  vertical leadership intervention, periodic leader-  ship support, which is related to what has been  termed servant leadership,43 is likely to be re-  quired in most team efforts. In the context of shared  leadership, a key role for the vertical leader-a  role that distinguishes shared leadership from the  hands-on leadership emphasis of traditional hier-  archy-is judicious intervention on an as-needed  basis." The importance of judicious intervention  by the vertical leader for maintaining a climate of  shared leadership requires particular emphasis.  For instance, according to Leslie E. Stocker of the  Braille Institute of America, "Encouraging shared  leadership does have some risk. For example, I  recall a situation where some wanted us to become  involved in a new initiative and secured the exter-  nal funding to make it happen. However, to me the  initiative represented 'mission drift,' and I had to  try to refocus our volunteers on our mission. We  lost at least one volunteer over that issue." Thus,  one type of vertical leader support is stepping in  and clarifying the overarching vision for the orga-  nization.  On the other hand, a recent study of self-manag-  ing work teams45 found that team-member with-  drawal, dissatisfaction, and abdication of deci-  sion-making responsibility tended to follow when  vertical leaders routinely exercised power or  stepped too firmly into the decision-making pro-  cess.46 Thus, in shared leadership contexts, the  challenge of vertical leadership support involves  negotiating a gap-filling balance between abdica-  tion of responsibility for the team, at one extreme,  and a disempowering seizure of control from the  team members at the other.  Shared Leadership Maintenance  Whereas intervention with shared leadership sup-  port should be inherently cautious, maintaining  shared leadership requires active encouragement  of lateral peer influence among the team members  and encouragement of upward influence from the  team members to the designated team leader. The  vertical leader can promote shared leadership by  articulating an emphasis on follower self-leader-  ship, lateral influence, and upward influence. For  example, vertical leaders might focus teams by  clearly describing shared leadership, illustrating  appropriate leader behaviors, setting clear expec-  tations, and evaluating performance accordingly.  They might also ensure appropriate training in  leadership skills or intervene directly with coach-  ing on an as-needed basis.  An important strategy for the vertical leader is  modeling empowering leadership.47 For example,  according to Dave Berkus of Tech Coast Angels,  "You have to constantly demonstrate trust and con-  fidence in people if you want to unleash their lead-  ership potential." Accordingly, the vertical leader  might ask for, rather than propose, solutions; en-  courage initiative, goal setting, and problem solv-  ing; model productive conflict management; and  demonstrate application of strategies for both en-  gaging in influence as well as being a willing  recipient of influence.48  The Future of Leadership  The use of teams to leverage the capabilities of  knowledge workers in organizations has increased  substantially.49 With this increase, we must ques-  tion whether our traditional models of leadership  are still appropriate. This article has attempted to  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 2004 Pearce 55  clarify an alternate social source of leadership-  shared leadership-that may provide insight into  the leadership of knowledge workers.  The use of teams to leverage the  capabilities of knowledge workers in  organizations has increased  substantially.  Shared leadership is not a panacea for the many  problems that plague knowledge work. For exam-  ple, if teams of knowledge workers, particularly  team leaders, resist the notion of shared leader-  ship, its potential is fleeting at best. This raises an  important question. What should organizational  leaders do with a technically sound and otherwise  successful leader who refuses to abandon author-  itarian rule in favor of a shared-leadership ap-  proach? This is not an easy question to answer. In  the short run, it is most likely beneficial to keep the  leader in place. In the long run, the organization  must recognize that authoritarian control of knowl-  edge workers can stifle the very innovation and  creativity that one desires from them. Moreover,  over-reliance on any one individual in the knowl-  edge-creation process introduces considerable risk  to the organization. What happens if that person  leaves? Thus, over the long term, over-reliance on  a vertical leadership model in the knowledge-  worker context can undermine the robustness of  the knowledge-creation process.50  On the opposite end of the spectrum, renegade  teams who successfully adopt shared leadership  might work at odds with overarching organiza-  tional goals. Similarly, shared leadership seems  unlikely to prove effective if the knowledge work-  ers lack the requisite knowledge, skills, and abil-  ities for their tasks. These are but a few of the  potential limits and liabilities of shared leader-  ship: Shared leadership is not a one-size-fits-all  proposition.  Is the age of vertical leadership reaching its  autumn years? No. The issue is not vertical lead-  ership or shared leadership. Rather, the issues are:  (1) when is leadership most appropriately shared?  (2) how does one develop shared leadership? and  (3) how does one utilize both vertical and shared  leadership to leverage the capabilities of knowl-  edge workers? It is only by addressing these issues  head on that organizations will move toward a  more appropriate model of leadership in the age of  knowledge work.  Acknowledgments I would like to thank Bruce Barkus, Michael Beyerlein, Jonathan  F. Cox, Michael D. Ensley, Monica L. Perry, Henry P. Sims, Jr.,  and Richard Sudek, as well as the editors and anonymous  reviewers, for their helpful comments on earlier versions of this  manuscript. 
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 35 See Manz, C. C., & Sims, H. P., Jr. 1991. SuperLeadership:  Beyond the myth of heroic leadership. Organizational Dynam-  ics, 19 (Winter): 18-35; Schriesheim, C. A., House, R. J., & Kerr, S.  1976. Leader initiating structure: A reconciliation of discrepant  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 2004 Pearce 57  research results and some empirical tests. Organizational Be-  havior and Human Performance, 15: 197-321.  36Guinan, P. J., Cooprider, J. G., & Faraj, S. 1998. Enabling  R&D team performance during requirements definition: A be-  havioral versus technical approach. Information Systems Re-  search, 9(2): 101-125; Henderson, J. C., & Lee, S. 1992. Managing  VS design teams: A control theories perspective. Management  Science, 38(6): 757-777.  37 Amason, A. C. 1996. Distinguishing the effects of functional  and dysfunctional conflict on strategic decision making: Re-  solving a paradox for top management teams. Academy of  Management Journal, 39(1): 123-148; Jehn, K. A., Northcraft, G. B.,  & Neale, M. A. 1999. Why differences make a difference: A field  study of diversity, conflict, and performance in workgroups.  Administrative Science Quarterly, 44(4): 741-763.  38 Pearce, et al., op. cit.  39 This team was a consulting client of mine who preferred to  remain anonymous.  40Waldman, D., & Atwater, L. 1992. The nature of effective  leadership and championing processes at different levels in an  R&D hierarchy. Journal of High Technology Management Re-  search, 5: 233-245; Waldman, D., & Bass, B. 1991. Transforma-  tional leadership at different phases of the innovation process.  Journal of High Technology Management Research, 2: 169-180.  41 Harrington, A. 1999. The best management ideas. Fortune,  104: 152-154. See also Pearce, C. L., & Ensley, M. D. (in press). A  reciprocal and longitudinal investigation of the innovation pro-  cess: The central role of shared vision in product and process  innovation teams (PPITs). Journal of Organizational Behavior.  42 See Janz, B. D. 1999. Self-directed teams in IS: Correlates for  improved systems development and work outcomes. Informa-  tion and Management, 35(3): 171-192; Mumford, E. 1993. The  ETHICS approach. Communications of the ACM, 36(4).  43 See Russell, R. F., & Stone, A. G. 2002. A review of servant  leadership attributes: Developing a practical model. Leader-  ship & Organization Development Journal, 23(3/4): 145-157.  44 See Pearce, C. L., Perry, M. L., & Sims, H. P., Jr. 2001. Shared  leadership: Relationship management to improve NPO effec-  tiveness. In T. D. Connors (Ed.), The nonprofit handbook: Man-  agement: 624-641. New York: Wiley; Perry, M. L., Pearce, C. L., &  Sims, H. P., Jr. 1999. Empowered selling teams: How shared  leadership can contribute to selling team outcomes. Journal of  Personal Selling and Sales Management, 3: 35-51; Yeatts &  Hyten. op. cit.  "For a discussion on the implementation of self-managing  work teams, see the following: Manz, C. C., Keating, D. E., &  Donnellon, A. 1990. Preparing for an organizational change to  employee self-management: The managerial transition. Or-  ganizational Dynamics, 49(2): 15-26; Manz, C. C., & Sims, H. P., Jr.  1993. Business without bosses. New York: John Wiley & Sons;  Wageman, R. 1997. Critical success factors for creating superb  self-managing teams. Organizational Dynamics, 26(1): 49-62.  46Yeatts & Hyten, op. cit.  47 See Manz, C. C., & Sims, H. P., Jr. 2001. The new Superlead-  ership: Leading others to lead themselves. San Francisco: Ber-  rett Koehler; Manz, C. C., & Sims, H. P., Jr. 1991. Super leader-  ship: Beyond the myth of heroic leadership. Organizational  Dynamics, 19: 18-35; Manz & Sims, 1993, op. cit.  48 See Fisher, K. 1993. Leading self-directed work teams: A  guide to developing new team leadership skills. New York:  McGraw-Hill; Manz & Sims, 1993, op. cit.; Perry, et al., op. cit.;  Pearce & Conger (Eds.), op. cit.; Yeatts & Hyten, op. cit.  49Aldag, R. J., & Fuller, S. R. 1993. Beyond fiasco: A reap-  praisal of the groupthink phenomenon and a new model of  group decision processes. Psychological Bulletin, 113(3): 533-  552; Mohrman, et al., op. cit. 50 See Hooker & Csikszentmihalyi, op. cit.  Craig L. Pearce is an assistant professor of management at the  Peter F. Drucker Graduate School of Management at Claremont  Graduate University. He received his Ph.D. from the University  of Maryland. His research centers on shared leadership-he  has authored more than a dozen articles/chapters on the topic  and recently co-edited a book entitled Shared Leadership (Sage, 2003). Contact: [email protected].  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions I Academy of Management Executive, 2004, Vol. 18, No. I  Executive Commentary  .........-.........-............................-....... .....................-.............................-.-.-..................... ................... ...-..... .  Bruce Barkus  Family Dollar Stores, Inc.  In this fast-paced business world, the idea of a  single leader, working at the head of the group, is  quickly eroding. In real life, the rules, roles, and  relationships are shifting every day. Customers  continue to want more for less. They lived fast-  paced lives and expect businesses to respond  quickly to their wants and needs. Companies that  will win the customers over are the ones that can  execute the quickest, have the agility to change  direction, and deliver high standards of perfor-  mance. Easier said than done!  In this fast-paced business world, the  idea of a single leader, working at the  head of the group, is quickly eroding  The reality of business is that our daily environ-  ment is changing at a very rapid pace. There are  real challenges at every level of management that  must be dealt with effectively on the spot. Many  companies see this type of challenge as a "funnel"  with opportunities being poured in at the top and a  few key leaders making decisions at the bottom  opening. In this fast-paced world, the funnel con-  cept is no longer representative. I see the model as  an hourglass. The topside of the vessel contains  potential opportunities, while the bottom half con-  tains the desired performance results. The con-  striction at the middle of the hourglass represents  the lack of "shared leadership." One basic function  of business is to blow open the tight constriction by  sharing the responsibilities of leadership and  making good business decisions faster than ever  before. Shared leadership allows businesses a  chance to leverage the opportunities in the top half  of the hourglass into real-time performance.  Chain-of-command leadership is no longer an  alternative. Slow decision-making in an environ-  ment of rapid change is a sure way to lose market  share and momentum. Businesses need to get the  right things done by sharing leadership responsi-  bilities; then, performance will quickly follow. In  today's dynamic environment, no one individual is  talented enough to lead the way through every  business opportunity. Leadership must be driven  by those at the ground level who have the knowl-  edge and ability to perform.  As executive vice president of operations for a  chain of 5,100 stores in the extreme-value segment  of our industry, my team opens 475 stores a year,  handles about 250 million cases of freight annu-  ally, and completes approximately 500 million cus-  tomer transactions. We operate with a very flat  organization that has only three layers of manage-  ment between store manager and corporate officer.  It is by chance, or maybe survival, that we fell into  the shared leadership model. Let me explain.  Historically we managed under a command-  and-control mode of operations. Everyone waited  for directions to come down the pipe or did what  they thought was best. But several critical activi-  ties changed our whole perspective on perfor-  mance. The business changed to an "Every Day  Low Price" format requiring that our expense struc-  ture be cut dramatically. Following a reorganiza-  tion, the management remaining had to fully uti-  lize their collective experience and knowledge to  achieve better results-and then some.  Laptops were issued to everyone in the field for  greater reporting, exception capability, and com-  munications. Once we added this speed to commu-  nications, results and performance became very  visible to all in the organization. Expectations  were raised to a new level. The company invested  heavily in supply-chain technology, requiring the  field operations personnel to deliver a much  higher level of performance. Key investments had  to be supported to achieve the ROI needed.  When I reflect back on these changes, I am thor-  oughly convinced that Craig Pearce is on the right  track with the concept of Shared Leadership. The  changes we made to our business were necessary  if we were to remain competitive. The complexity  of the business, the amount of communications,  exception reporting of performance indicators, an  extremely tight expense structure, and an incredi-  bly fast rate of change drove the business to im-  plement a new form of leadership without really  thinking about it. In a dynamic business like re-  tailing, teams learn to challenge the process, share  and communicate expectations, model behaviors,  and enable others to act because there is little  direct supervision. Now, the teams in the field  demonstrate a great sense of ownership, connec-  tion to the values of the organization, and vision of  58  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 2004 59  what has to be accomplished. I have personally  seen shared leadership take hold in new store  set-up teams, where speed, process, and perfor-  mance are critical to success. Those who know  how to get the job done step forward and take  ownership of the task.  In extreme growth situations, success is  only possible if those who are  knowledgeable are given the opportunity  to step forward and share the leadership  role for their areas of expertise.  Shared leadership is also very evident on my  staff of VP's. The regular job of VP of operations is  to manage 1,000 stores, but in addition each one  develops an expertise in a specialty (e.g., human  resources, finance, merchandising, or loss preven-  tion). Not only have they taken the leadership role  for a specialty, but also the others on the manage-  ment team (and the corporation in general) now  see them as the liaison for the team on the leader-  ship level. In extreme growth situations, success is  only possible if those who are knowledgeable are  given the opportunity to step forward and share  the leadership role for their areas of expertise.  Overall, shared leadership provides for a flow of  ideas between the team members and establishes  their ownership in the process.  Shared leadership has truly transformed the  way we do business. Enabling others to act allows  individuals to step forward and own the process of  solving business problems at the time and place  when solutions are most needed. In a large part,  the development of shared leadership has become  a driving force in our business success. Obviously,  the sharing of leadership is easier said than done,  but I am convinced that it is a source of long-term  competitive advantage in our business that will  not be easily replicated by competitors.  Bmce Barkus is executive vice  president of Family Dollar Stores,  one of the fastest growing dis-  count store chains in the United  States. In this position, he man-  ages 5,100 extreme value retail  stores in 42 states. Previously,  he served as vice president of  operations for Eckerd Drug Corp.  He is a doctoral candidate at  the Huizenga Business School,  Nova Southeastern University, and also holds M.B.A. and B.S.  degrees. Contact: bbarkus@  carolina.rr.com.  This content downloaded from 129.114.209.223 on Wed, 01 Apr 2015 14:24:03 UTC All use subject to JSTOR Terms and Conditions 
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